
Department of Environmental Sciences 

 

Missing reports of BG 4th semester batch 2021(fresh) and backlog 

2016-2020 examination of May, 2023 

 

Subject: Disaster Management (DMG418S) 

 

Following candidate’s/roll no’s are hereby informed to report Department 

of Environmental Sciences/contact teacher in-charge of section for 

completion of their missing reports in theory/ tutorial component of 

Disaster Management by 3.00 PM on 04.11.2023. 

 

Name of Teacher in-charge  Contact no. 

Prof. Ahjaz Ahmad Qureshi 9149579289 

Dr. Ishtiyaq Ahmed Najar 7006963285 

Prof. Mansoor Ahmad Lone 7006934941 

 

Note: No query will be entertained/ considered after 3.00 PM on 

04.11.2023. 

 

 

 

HOD Environmental Sciences 

 











 






































































































































































 





































































































































































 









































































BG 4th semester batch 2021(fresh) and backlog 2016-2020 examination of May, 2023

GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, GANDERBAL

(Theory Missing Report  (Skill Papers) )

DISASTER MANAGEMENT {COMPULSORY SKILL COURSE FOR ALL STUDETNS OTHER THAN BA (GE

Maximum Marks :30 Minimum Marks :12

1. You are requested to check the concerned pages of your college only and submit awards of these entries online 

only.

2. I ncase  where a candidate is absent for the examination, we kindly request that you insert "-5" to indicate their 

absence. Please ensure that your enter this value specially for candidates who did not attend the examination.

3.Before you click the final submit button for your evaluations, we strongly recommend that you review your draft 

copies thoroughly. This will allow you to make any necessary changes before the final submission.

4. No emails and hard copies will be entertained.
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GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, GANDERBAL

(Theory Missing Report  (Skill Papers) )

DISASTER MANAGEMENT {COMPULSORY SKILL COURSE FOR ALL STUDETNS OTHER THAN BA (GE

Maximum Marks :30 Minimum Marks :12

1. You are requested to check the concerned pages of your college only and submit awards of these entries online 

only.

2. I ncase  where a candidate is absent for the examination, we kindly request that you insert "-5" to indicate their 

absence. Please ensure that your enter this value specially for candidates who did not attend the examination.

3.Before you click the final submit button for your evaluations, we strongly recommend that you review your draft 

copies thoroughly. This will allow you to make any necessary changes before the final submission.

4. No emails and hard copies will be entertained.
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